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ECON 3141/4141: International macro and finance. Term
paper, spring 2005.

This term paper will be marked as ’passed or ’failed’. To get a ’pass’ you must
answer question 1 and some of question 3 and 4. Question 2 is optional.

You can write an individual paper, or hand in joint work (’gruppebesvarelse’).
However we do not allow more than 3 students in each group! You can write in
English, Norwegian, Danish or Swedish.

Tehcnical requirements:
Use a Times Roman font, size 12, for all standard text. Mathematical formulae
can be handwritten, and graphs may be handdrawn. Note that special require-
ments apply to question 1 ( the number of words, see below).

Full name(s) should be clearly printed at the top of the first page of your term
paper, together with the name of the course (For example: Home assignement
to ECON 3410, by NN and NN.)

Where and when to hand in: Monday 7th March 2005. See cover page for details.
If a student believes that she or he has a good cause not to meet the deadline
(e.g. illness), she or he should report the matter to the course teacher and seek a
formal extension. Normally extension will only be granted when there is a good
reason backed by supporting evidence (e.g. medical certificate).

1. Write an essay (not more than 2500 words) with the title “On the natural rate
of unemployment”. The essay should discuss the definition of the natural rate
(for example, at least one precise definition should be given and explained).
You should also, for at least one country of your choice, cite empirical evi-
dence about the size of the natural rate of unemployment (i.e., the estimation
number(s) of the natural rate). Finally, try to give your own assessment of the
concept, and of the evidence that you have cited.

Important: cite the number of words (for example using the word count func-
tion in MS-Word) in a footnote. Graphs and formulae do not count as words.

2. In chapter 3 of Introductory Dynamic Macroeconomics, you find the following
expression, as well as an explanation of symbols and of variables:1

Ut = 0.005 + 0.01 · S1989t + 0.8Ut−1 + εU,t

Show that according to this equation, the steady-state rate of unemployment
is 0.025 before 1989, and 0.05 after 1989.

1Note that the typo in IDM has been corrected (i.e., Ut−1).
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3. Assume that, in a closed economy, the rate of unemployment in year t, denoted
Ut is given by:

Ut = γ0 + γ1(it − πt) + γ2(it−1 − πt−1) + γ3Ut−1,(1)

γ1 + γ2 > 0, 0 ≤ γ3 < 1

where it denotes a nominal interest rate and πt denotes the rate of inflation.
Hence it − πt denotes the real interest rate in year t. In order to simplify the
notation, the random disturbance term is omitted from (1)–and also from (2)
and (3) below.

(a) Explain intuitively (on the basis of your earlier studies for example) the
economic rationale for the distributed lag of the real interest rate in equa-
tion (1).

(b) Assume that both the nominal interest rate and the inflation rate are ex-
ogenous variables (this assumption also applies to c) and d) below). What
is the expression for the long-run multiplier of the rate of unemployment
with respect to the real interest rate?

(c) Draw a typical graph of the dynamic multipliers of Ut with respect to a
permanent change in the real interest rate. Explain.

(d) Calibrate the parameters of (1) so that the steady-state rate of unem-
ployment is 0.03 for a constant real interest rate of 0.01. For a constant
real interest rate of 0.06, what is the corresponding steady-state rate of
unemployment?

4. Simplify equation (1) by setting γ1 = 0 and γ3 = 0, to obtain

(2) Ut = γ0 + γ2(it−1 − πt−1).

Assume next that the nominal interest rate is exogenous, but that the rate of
inflation is endogenized by the Phillips curve:

πt = β0 + β1Ut + β2πt−1,(3)

β1 < 0, 0 ≤ β2 ≤ 1.

(a) Assume that β1 = −0.5. Calibrate the other parameters of the system
made up of equation (2) and (3) in such a way that the equilibrium rate
of unemployment (identical to the natural rate in this case) is equal to
0.06. Also give an expression which defines the corresponding equilibrium
rate of inflation.

(b) Explain what we mean by a solution to the system defined by (2) and
(3).

(c) Show that a sufficient condition for a stable solution of the system is:

β2 − γ2β1 < 1.

(d) Is a vertical long-run Phillips curve consistent with a stable solution of
the system? Explain.
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(e) Derive the dynamic multipliers of inflation with respect to the nominal
interest rate as fully as you can–or at least: the impact and long-run
multipliers. Set β1 = −0.5, γ2 = 0.1, β2 = 0.75.
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